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purpose of this work to advertise some classes of Butler groups that seem
to hold strong promise for expanding known classification results.
Recall that a sequence 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 of torsion-free groups is
 .  .  .called balanced if the sequence 0 ª H t ª G t ª K t ª 0 is exact
 .for each type t . Here G t denotes the usual t-socle of G, that is, the set
of elements in G of type t or greater. It is well known that an exact
sequence of torsion-free groups is balanced if and only if rank one groups
 w x.are projective with respect to the sequence see F . The classes we study
are defined in terms of balanced sequences and were introduced originally
w x  .by Kravchenko Kr . Denote the class of Butler groups by K 0 . For n G 1,
 .K n is the class of groups that appear as the first term in a balanced exact
 .sequence, 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0, where K g K n y 1 and G is a finite
rank completely decomposable group. In this situation, H will be called a
 .  .K n -group and the exact sequence a K n -sequence. Kravchenko used the
 .  .notation B n rather than K n . Our feeling is that the letter B is already
overworked in the literature on torsion-free groups and that it is more
appropriate to use the initial of the author who introduced the groups.
 .Among other results, Kravchenko showed that the classes K n form a
strictly descending chain whose intersection is the class of completely
decomposable groups. Our first section establishes the basic machinery on
 . w xK n -groups, including the main results of Kr . In Section 2, we investigate
 .conditions under which K n -groups must be completely decomposable. In
Section 3 we give a characterization of when pure rank one subgroups of a
 .completely decomposable group induce a K n -sequence. Section 4 starts
 .with some examples and discusses the connection between K n -groups
and balanced projective resolutions of Butler groups. Theorem 4.4 pro-
vides a necessary and sufficient condition, on the critical typeset, for
 .  .K n -sequences to split. Section 5 characterizes the K n -groups whose
critical typeset is an antichain with n q 2 elements. We conclude with a
discussion of our further research on balanced Butler groups and list some
open questions.
Throughout, all groups are abelian and the torsion-free ones always
have finite rank. Any unexplained notation or terminology may be found in
w x w x w x  .A-2 or AV-1 . The paper N contains some of our results on K n -groups
for n s 1.
 .1. K n -GROUPS
w xThe paper Kr is basic to our study. However, the English translation is
riddled with typos and extremely difficult to read. Thus, we begin with our
w xown simplified treatment. The results from Kr are specifically noted, but
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our proofs are, for the most part, substantially different from those that
w xappear in Kr .
a .For a torsion-free group G, denote by G t the pure subgroup gener-
ated by the elements of type greater than t . For t and s types, we denote
by t k s and t n s the usual sup and inf in the lattice of types.
LEMMA 1.1. Let A ; B be pure subgroups of the torsion-free group C.
 .a If A is balanced in C, then A is balanced in B.
 .b If B is balanced in C, then BrA is balanced in CrA.
 .c If A is balanced in C and BrA is balanced in CrA, then B is
balanced in C.
 .d If A is balanced in B and B is balanced in C, then A is balanced
in C.
 .  .  . w xProof. Parts a , b , and c appear as Exercise 1 on page 115 of F .
 .  .Part d may be proved exactly as in the proof of property e on page 79
w xof F .
w xLEMMA 1.2 Kr . For a pure exact sequence 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0, with
G a Butler group, the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a H is a balanced subgroup of G;
 .  .  .  .b For all t g typeset G , the sequence 0 ª H t ª G t ª
 .K t ª 0 is balanced exact;
 .  .  .c For all t g typeset G , the subgroup H q G t is pure in G.
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. For a implies b , the sequence 0 ª H t ª G t ª K t ª 0
is exact for all t by definition. The balancedness follows from the fact that
 . .  .G t s s G t k s .
 .  .  .  .For b implies c , note that H q G t is the preimage of K t in G if
 .b holds; and the preimage of a pure subgroup is pure.
 .  .For c implies a , let X be a pure rank one subgroup of K and G the0
preimage of X in G. It suffices to show that the sequence 0 ª H ª G ª0
 .X ª 0 splits. It is easy to check that condition c still holds if G is
replaced by G . Among the pure rank one subgroups A of G with0 0
 . a .A l H s 0, choose one so that s s type A is maximal. Then G s : H0
 .  .by the maximality of s , and using c , H q G s is pure in G , hence0 0
a . w  .xequal to G . But, G s : H implies that H q G s rH ,0 0 0
 . w  . x w xG s r G s l H , X has type s . By Baer's Lemma F, 86.5 , H is a0 0
 .summand of H q G s s G and we are done.0 0
w x  .LEMMA 1.3 Kr . If n ) 0, and 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 is a K n -
sequence, then for all types t ,
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .a H t g K n , and 0 ª H t ª G t ª K t ª 0 is a K n -
sequence
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 .  .  .  .  .  .b HrH t g K n y1 and 0 ª HrH t ª GrG t ª KrK t ª
 .0 is a K n y 1 -sequence.
 .  .  .c For any list of types t , . . . , t , H t q ??? qH t is balanced1 n 1 n
in H.1
 .Proof. We will first prove a by induction on n. If H is balanced in
 .  .  .G, then H t is balanced in G t by Lemma 1.2 b . This is the case n s 1
 .  .for a . Let 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 be a K n -sequence, where n G 2.
 .  .  .  .Then by Lemma 1.2 b , 0 ª H t ª G t ª K t ª 0 is balanced exact.
 .  .  .Moreover, since K g K n y 1 by definition, then K t g K n y 1 by
 .induction. Statement a follows.
 .For b we again use induction on n. This time the case n s 1 is trivial.
 .For n G 2, we have K g K 1 so that K is a balanced subgroup of a
 .  .completely decomposable group L. Then by Lemma 1.2 b , K t is bal-
 .anced in L whence in K. It follows that the sequence in b is balanced
 .  .exact. Since K g K n y 1 , by the induction hypothesis KrK t g
 .  .  .K n y 2 . It follows that the sequence in b is a K n y 1 -sequence and
 .b is proved.
 .Finally, c is also proved by induction, the case n s 1 having already
 .  .been established in a . If n ) 1, then H t is balanced in H andn
 .  .  . ny1  .. . ny1  .HrH t g K n y 1 by b , so that  HrH t t s  H t qn is1 n i is1 i
 ..  .  .  .H t rH t is balanced in HrH t by induction. By Lemma 1.1 c ,n n n
 .  .H t q ??? qH t is balanced in H.1 n
 .If H is a Butler group, an element t of typeset H is called join
 .irreducible if whenever t is the supremum of a finite subset S of typeset H ,
then t g S.
LEMMA 1.4. Let H be a Butler group and t a join irreducible element of
 .  .  .typeset H . Suppose f : H ª Q with fH t s 0. Then t g type Im f .
 .  < 4Proof. If f : H ª Q, then type Im f s sup type h h g H _ Ker f
w x  .AV-1 . Suppose also that fH t s 0 and, by way of contradiction, that
 .   . < 4t F type Im f . Then t s sup t n type h h g H _ Ker f . Since t is join
 .  .irreducible, we have t F type h for some h g H _ Ker f . This says
 .h g H t _ Ker f , a contradiction. The result follows.
w xLEMMA 1.5 Kr . If B is a balanced subgroup of the torsion-free group A,
then for all types r, s ,
 .   ..   ..  .a B q A r l B q A s s B q A r k s
 .  .   ..  .b nA q B l nA q A r s nA q B r .
 .   .Proof. a Use the fact that B is balanced in A to write A r k s q
.  . .  . .  . . w  . . xB rB s ArB r k s s ArB r l ArB s s A r q B rB l
1 k  .Here the t 's can be equal, so  H t is balanced in H for k F n.i is1 i
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w  . . x w  . .   . .xA s q B rB s A r q B l A s q B rB.
 .b The right hand side is obviously contained in the left. To show the
reverse containment, let na q b s naX q c with a, aX g A, b g B, and
 .  .c g A r . Since B is balanced in A, then B q A r is the preimage in A
w x . X X Xof ArB r , hence is pure in A. It follows that a y a s b q c with
X X  .  X.  X X. Xb g B and c g A r . Then n a y a s yb q c s n b q c , so nb q
X  .  .  X X.  Xb s c y nc g B l A r s B r . Thus, na q b s na q nc q nb q
.  .b g nA q B r .
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let H be a Butler group and n a positi¨ e integer such
 .  .that H r q ??? qH r is balanced in H for e¨ery choice of types r , . . . , r .1 n 1 n
Suppose t , . . . , t are types, p is a prime, and h is an element of H such that1 n
w  .  .xthe image of h has p-height 0 in Hr H t q ??? qH t . Then there are1 n
 .types s F t such that each s is join irreducible in typeset H and the imagei i i
w  .  .xof h has p-height 0 in Hr H s q ??? qH s .1 n
 .  X. X XProof. For any type t , H t s H t for some t F t with t g
 .typeset H . Thus, it suffices to consider the case where each t gi
 .typeset H . We proceed by induction on n, beginning with the case n s 1.
If t s t is join irreducible, then there is nothing to show. Otherwise,1
 4  .write t s sup r , . . . , r with t ) r in typeset H . Then there is a1 k i
 . k  .  .  .canonical embedding, HrH t ª [ HrH r , since H t s lH r .is1 i i
 .We will show that this embedding is pure. The element h q H t maps to
 .  .[h q H r . Suppose m is a positive integer and h q H r g mH qi i
 . k w  .x  .H r for each i. Then h g F mH q H r . Because each H r isi is1 i i
 .balanced in H, we may apply Lemma 1.5 b to write
mH q H r l mH q H r s mH q H r r .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
s mH q H r k r . .1 2
w  .x  .  .Then inductively, l mH q H r s mH q H kr s mH q H t . Thisi i
 . k  .shows that the embedding HrH t ª [ HrH r is pure. In particu-is1 i
 .lar, h q H r has p-height 0 for some r . Relabel r s m - t . If m isi i i 1 1
join irreducible, we are done. Otherwise, there is a m - m with h q2 1
 .H m having p-height 0. Since the typeset of H is finite, this process will2
eventually halt and the proof is complete for n s 1.
n  . n  .For n ) 1, let h q  H t in Hr H t have p-height zero andis1 i is1 i
X X .  .  .let H s H t q ??? qH t . If H s HrH , then for each type r , H r2 n 1 1
  ..  .is balanced in H Lemma 1.1 b . Moreover, h q H t has p-height zero1
X .in HrH t , where h s h q H . By the n s 1 case, there is a join1
 .irreducible type s F t such that h q H s has p-height zero. It follows1 1 1
w  .  .  .xthat h q H s q H t q ??? qH t has p-height zero in the corre-1 2 n
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sponding factor group. This procedure may be iterated on t , . . . , t to2 n
 .  .produce join irreducible types s F t such that h q H s q ??? qH si i 1 n
has p-height zero.
A pure subgroup H of a torsion-free group G is cobalanced in G if any
w xmap from H into a subgroup of Q can be lifted to G. See AV-1 for an
equivalent definition of cobalanced in the case G is a Butler group.
THEOREM 1.7. Let n G 1 and let E: 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 be a cobal-
anced exact sequence of Butler groups such that G is completely decomposable
 .  .and H r q ??? qH r is balanced in H for all types r , . . . , r . Then E is1 n 1 n
 .  .balanced and, for all types t , . . . , t , the subgroup K t q ??? qK t is1 n 1 n
pure in K.
Proof. We will show that for each choice of types t , . . . , t , the1 n
 .  .subgroup H q G t q ??? qG t is pure in G. This holding, the se-1 n
 .quence E is balanced by Lemma 1.2 c . Then using the balanced property,
 .  .  .  .K t q ??? qK t is the image of H q G t q ??? qG t , hence is pure1 n 1 n
X  .  .  .in K. Denote G s G t q ??? qG t a summand of G and assume h is1 n
X  X. Xan element of H such that h q G has p-height zero in H q G rG . We
will show that h q GX has p-height zero in GrGX, from which it follows
X w  .  .xthat H q G is pure in G as desired. Note that h q H t q ??? qH t1 n
n  .must have p-height zero in Hr H t . By Proposition 1.6, there areis1 i
w n  .xjoin irreducible types s F t such that the coset h q  H s hasi i is1 i
p-height zero in the corresponding factor group. Let X be a rank one
w n  .xfactor of Hr  H s so that under the compositionis1 i
n n
w : H ª H H t ª H H s ª X , .  . i i
is1 is1
 . w xw h has p-height zero AV-1, p. 108 . Since H is cobalanced in G, there is
 .a lifting c : G ª X of w. By Lemma 1.4, s g type X for each i. Theni
 .   ..s F t implies t g type X , so that c G t s 0 for each i. Denotingi i i i
X n  .H s  H t , we have a commutative diagramis1 i
H ª G
x i x
X XHrH ª GrG
6 6
w c
X s X
where w and c are the maps induced by w and c , and i is induced by the
X .inclusion of H in G. By the commutativity of the diagram ci h q H has
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 X. Xp-height zero in X. It follows that i h q H s h q G has p-height zero
in GrGX as desired.
w xTHEOREM 1.8 Kr . Let H be a Butler group and n a non-negati¨ e integer.
The following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a H g K n
 .  .  .b For all types t , . . . , t , the subgroup H t q ??? qH t is bal-1 n 1 n
anced in H.
 .  .  .c For all types t , . . . , t , the subgroup H t q ??? qH t is1 nq1 1 nq1
pure in H.
Proof. Note that the theorem is trivial for n s 0, so we may assume
 .  .  .  .  .n G 1. The implication a ª b is Lemma 1.3 c . To show b ª c , let
X  .  .  X. .H s H t q ??? qH t , a balanced subgroup of H. Then HrH t1 n nq1
w X  .x X X  .s H q H t rH . This implies that H q H t is pure in H. Thenq1 nq1
 .  .implication c ª b follows from Lemma 1.2: with the same notation,
X  . XH q H t pure in H for all t implies that H is balanced in H.nq1 nq1
 .  .  .To finish our task, we prove that b and c imply a by induction on n,
the case n s 0 being trivial. Let
E: 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0
be a cobalanced exact sequence with G completely decomposable see
w x.  . n  .AV-1, Theorem 1.4 . By b ,  H t is balanced in H for all t , . . . , t ,is1 i 1 n
n  .so by Theorem 1.7, H is balanced in G and  K t is pure in K. Itis1 i
 .follows from the induction hypothesis that K g K n y 1 and therefore
 .  .that the sequence E is a K n -sequence and H g K n .
COROLLARY 1.9. Let E: 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 be a cobalanced exact
sequence of Butler groups such that G is completely decomposable and
 .  .H g K n . Then E is a K n -sequence.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1.7 and 1.8.
THEOREM 1.10. Let E: 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 be an exact sequence of
Butler groups such that G is completely decomposable. If t , . . . , t are types,1 n
n G 1, then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a E is a K n -sequence.
 . k  . k  .b For 1 F k F n, 0 ª Hr H t ª Gr G t ªis 1 i is 1 i
k  .  .Kr K t ª 0 is a K n y k -sequence.is1 i
 . k  . k  . k  .c For 1 F k F n q 1, 0 ª  H t ª  G t ª  K t ªis1 i is1 i is1 i
 .0 is a K n y k q 1 -sequence.
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 .  .  .  .Proof. a implies b and c . We use induction on n. For k s 1, b
 .  .and c follow from Lemma 1.3. This, together with Theorem 1.8 c for
 .k s 2, takes care of the case n s 1. For 2 F k F n, denote H s HrH t ,k
 .  .G s GrG t , and K s KrK t . The sequence 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 isk k
 .a K n y 1 -sequence by Lemma 1.3. By induction,
ky1 ky1 ky1
0 ª H H t ª G G t ª K K t ª 0 .  .  .  i i i
is1 is1 is1
  ..  .  .is a K n y 1 y k y 1 s K n y k -sequence. Since H t is balanced ink
 . w  .  .x  .H by Lemma 1.3, H t s H t q H t rH t . By the Third Isomor-i i k k
ky1 k .  .phism Theorem, Hr H t is isomorphic to Hr H t ; similarlyis1 i is1 i
 .for G and K. This proves b . Again by induction,
ky1 ky1 ky1
E: 0 ª H t ª G t ª K t ª 0 .  .  .  i i i
is1 is1 is1
  . .  .is a K n y 1 y k y 1 q 1 s K n y k q 1 -sequence. By hypothesis,
k  .the original sequence E is balanced, so the induced map  G t ªis1 i
k  . k  . K t is an epimorphism. We claim the kernel is  H t . Letis1 i is1 i
k  .  .x g H l  G t . Since E is exact, there exists g g G t and h gis1 i k k i
 .H t , 1 F i - k, such that x y g s h q ??? qh . Since x g H, g g Hi k 1 ky1 k
 .  . k  .l G t s H t . Thus, x g  H t . We have shown that the sequencek k is1 i
k k k
E : 0 ª H t ª G t ª K t ª 0 .  .  .  k i i i
is1 is1 is1
 .  .is exact. This establishes c for k s n q 1. For k F n, Theorem 1.8 b and
 .Lemma 1.1 d imply that the sequence E is balanced. Finally, sincek
 .  .K g K n y 1 , the induction hypothesis applied to a K n y 1 -sequence
X X k  . 0 ª K ª G ª K ª 0 shows that  K t is the first term in a K n yis1 i
.  . k  .  .1 y k q 1 s K n y k -sequence. Thus,  K t g K n y k and theis1 i
 .proof of c is complete.
 .  .  . n  .b implies a . Taking k s n, condition b implies that  K t isis1 i
 .  .pure in K. Hence K is a K n y 1 -group. Taking k s 1 and t s t , b1
 .  .  .implies that HrH t is pure in GrG t whence that H q G t is pure in
 .G. By Lemma 1.2, H is balanced in G. Thus, E is a K n -sequence.
 .  .  .  .  .c implies a . Take t s type Z . Condition c says that 0 ª H t ª
 .  .  .G t ª K t ª 0, which is identical with E, is a K n -sequence.
 .The class of K n -groups is not closed under quasi-isomorphism for
 .n ) 0. A completely decomposable group is a K n -group for all n, but
Example 4.1 below will show that for every n ) 0, there are indecompos-
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 .able almost completely decomposable groups that are K n -groups but not
 .  .K n q 1 -groups. The last result of this section shows that the K n -groups
are closed under a weakening of isomorphism called near isomorphism.
Recall that two torsion-free groups G, H are nearly isomorphic if for any
 .prime p there is a monomorphism w : G ª H such that the index of c G
in H is finite and relatively prime to p.
 .COROLLARY 1.11. For each n G 0, the class of K n -groups is closed
under near isomorphism.
 .Proof. Suppose G g K n and G is nearly isomorphic to H. To show
 .  .  .H g K n , it suffices by Theorem 1.8 to show that H t q H t1 2
 .  4q ??? qH t is pure in H for each set of types t , . . . , t . The samenq1 1 nq1
 .  .theorem says that G t q ??? qG t is pure in G. Let w : G ª H be a1 nq1
w  .xmonomorphism with H: w G s m ) 0. If p is relatively prime to m and
X  X.G is a pure subgroup of G, then w G is p-pure in H. In particular,
w G t q ??? qG t : H t q ??? qH t .  .  .  . .1 nq1 1 nq1
 .  .implies that H t q ??? qH t is p-pure in H. However, by the1 nq1
definition of near isomorphism we can choose w so that m is relatively
prime to any given prime p.
2. DECOMPOSITION CRITERIA
 .We examine conditions that force K n -groups to be completely decom-
posable. The reference result for Butler groups is that any Butler group
w xwith linearly ordered typeset is completely decomposable But . If H is a
 .Butler group, then the critical typeset of H, denoted T H , is the set ofcr
 . a .  . a .types t such that H t rH t / 0. Since H t rH t is a homogeneous
completely decomposable group of type t that is isomorphic to a summand
 .  .  .   . 4of H t , it is clear that T H : typeset H s type x : 0 / x g H .cr
 .THEOREM 2.1. A group H in K n is completely decomposable if either of
the following hold.
 . <  . <a T H F n q 1;cr
 .  .  4b T H s t , . . . , t and eithercr 1 nq2
 . < 4 <i t Lt : 1 F i - j F n q 2 G 2, ori j
 .  4  .ii sup t , . . . , t s type Q .1 nq2
 .Proof. a The proof is by induction on n, the case n s 0 being well
 .known. For n G 1, suppose the result holds for all groups H in K k ,
<  . <0 F k - n, that satisfy T H F k q 1. Choose any maximal type t incr
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 .  .typeset H . Then H t is homogeneous completely decomposable,
 .  .  .   ..  .  4HrH t g K n y 1 by Lemma 1.3 b , and T HrH t : T H _ tcr cr
 .   ..  .since H t is balanced in H Lemma 1.3 c . By induction, HrH t is
 .  .completely decomposable. It follows that H , H t [ HrH t is com-
pletely decomposable.
 .  .  . b Part i is similar to a : choose t maximal in t n t : 1 F i - j Fi j
4 <  . <  .  .  .n q 2 . Then 2 F T H t F n q 1 and H t g K n by Lemma 1.3 a .cr
 .  .  .By part a , H t is completely decomposable. Also by Lemma 1.3 b ,
 .  . <   . <  .HrH t g K n y 1 . Since T HrH t F n, then HrH t is completelycr
 .  .decomposable by a . Since H t is balanced in H, the sequence 0 ª
 .  .  .H t ª H ª HrH t ª 0 is split exact and the proof of i is complete.
 .  .For ii , we may assume in view of i that t n t s t for 1 F i - j Fi j 0
n q 2. Let
M s t g T H : t is maximal in T H , 4 .  .cr cr
 .a set with at most n q 2 elements. For t g M, H t is a completely
 .decomposable group. Since  H t is pure in H for every subset I oft g I
 .  .cardinality at most n q 1, it follows that  H t s [ H t ist g M t g M
 .  .completely decomposable. If M / T H , then t g T H and Butlercr 0 cr
 . a .decomposition gives H s H t s H [ H t , where H is homoge-0 0 0 0
a .neous completely decomposable of type t . In this case, H t s0 0
 . < <  .  .[ H t since M s n q 1 and H g K n imply  H t st g M t g M
 .[ H t is pure. This shows H is completely decomposable. It remainst g M
 . X nq2  .to consider the case M s T H . In this case, H s [ H t is acr is1 i
subgroup of finite index in H. Suppose h g H and ph g H X for some
nq2  .prime p. Since E t s type Q , we may assume that t is p-divisible.is1 i 1
 .Then ph s ph q h q ??? qh for some choice of h g H t .1 2 nq2 i i
 . nq2  .  .Thus, p h y h g [ H t , a pure subgroup of H since H g K n1 is2 i
  .. nq2  . XTheorem 1.8 c . Thus, h y h g [ H t , so that h g H and the1 is2 i
proof is complete.
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 be a K n -sequence. For n G 1,
 .  .we ha¨e T K : T G . Moreo¨er, for n G 0, the sequence splits whene¨ercr cr
<  . <T G F n q 1.cr
 .  .Proof. Let t g T K . By balancedness, the sequence 0 ª H t ªcr
 .  .  .G t ª K t ª 0 is balanced exact. By Butler decomposition, K t s K0
a .[ K t with K homogeneous completely decomposable of type t . Note0
 . a .  .that K is a homomorphic image of G t rG t . That is, t g T G . We0 cr
prove the last sentence of the lemma by induction on n, the case n s 0
 .being well known. In general, choose t maximal in T G . Then thecr
 .  .  .  .sequence 0 ª H t ª G t ª K t ª 0 is split exact. In particular, H t
 .is a summand of G t , therefore of G and then of H by the modular law.
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 .  .By Lemma 1.3 b and induction, the sequence 0 ª HrH t ª Gr
 .  .  .  .G t ª KrK t ª 0 is split exact. It follows that H , H t [ HrH t is
 .  .a summand of G , G t [ GrG t .
 .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 be a K n -sequence. If
n q 3<  . <  .T G - , then H is completely decomposable.cr 2
<  . <Proof. We use induction on n and typeset H . The result is true for
<  . <n s 0; and it is true for all n if typeset H s 1. We assume the proposi-
 .  .tion holds for K k -sequences with k F n y 1 and for K n -sequences
<  . <where the cardinality of the typeset of the first term is less than typeset H .
 .  .Let t be any maximal type in typeset H , so that H t is completely
 .  .  . Xdecomposable. If H t is a summand of G t , then G s H t [ G , so
 . X X XH s H t [ H l G and 0 ª H l G ª G ª GrH l G ª 0 is a
 .  .K n -sequence. Induction finishes this case. If H t is not a summand of
 . < w  .x < <   . <G t , then T G t G n q 2 by Lemma 2.2. It follows that T GrG tcr cr
n q 3 n q 2 .  .  .F y 1 y n q 2 s y 1. Since the sequence2 2
0 ª HrH t ª GrG t ª KrK t ª 0 .  .  .
 .   ..  .is a K n y 1 -sequence Lemma 1.3 b , induction implies that HrH t is
 .   ..completely decomposable. Since H t is balanced in H Lemma 1.3 c ,
 .  .then H , H t [ HrH t is completely decomposable.
3. BALANCED RANK-ONE SUBGROUPS
 .We will see first that to determine the splitting of a K n -sequence, it
suffices to assume the first term is homogeneous. In particular, this is the
case when the first term has rank one. The third term of the sequence
then becomes a bracket group, or a B1.-group in the terminology of Fuchs
w xand Metelli FM . The main result of this section characterizes which of
the sequences 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0, with G completely decomposable
 .and H rank-one, are K n -sequences.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be a finite rank completely decomposable group.
 .Then e¨ery K n -sequence E: 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0, with H homogeneous,
 .splits if and only if e¨ery K n -sequence of the form E splits.
Proof. One direction is clear. For the converse, assume all sequences E
<  . <split if H is homogeneous and use induction on t s typeset H . The case
 .t s 1 is by hypothesis. In general, let t be maximal in typeset H . By
 .  .  .  .Lemma 1.3 a , the exact sequence 0 ª H t ª G t ª K t ª 0 is a
 .  .  .K n -sequence. Hence, so is 0 ª H t ª G ª GrH t ª 0. The latter
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 . X  . Xsplits by hypothesis and we have G s H t [ G , H s H t [ H where
X X X  .  .H s H l G . Then 0 ª H ª G ª K [ H t ª 0 is a K n -sequence.
But typeset H X is properly contained in typeset H so the induction hypoth-
esis implies that H X is a summand of G.
w xThe next lemma was originally due to Lee Le and appears in various
w xforms elsewhere, for example FM .
LEMMA 3.2. Let A , . . . , A be subgroups of Q and H the subgroup of1 m
 . < 4  .G s [A defined by H s a, a, . . . , a a g lA . Let g s a , . . . , a bei i 1 m
 4a non-zero element of G and let I , . . . , I be the partition of 1, . . . , m1 n
determined by the equality classes of g ; that is, a s a for i, j g I andi j k
a / a for i g I , j f I . Then in GrH,i j k k
<type g q H s sup inf type A i f I . .  . 4 4j i j
Prior to our next lemma, it is convenient to introduce some new
terminology. We will call an exact sequence 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 quasi-
balanced if for each k g K there is a positive integer m such that mk has
a preimage in G of the same type. The notion of quasi-balancedness is
equivalent to balancedness in the quasi-homomorphism category of Butler
groups. This will be treated in detail in a forthcoming paper.
LEMMA 3.3. Let A , . . . , A be subgroups of Q containing Z, H the1 m
 . < 4subgroup of G s [A defined by H s a, a, . . . , a a g lA , and E: 0 ªi i
H ª G ª GrH ª 0 the induced exact sequence. Then
 .a E is a quasi-balanced exact sequence if and only if for any proper
 4subset I of 1, 2, . . . , m , F A and F A ha¨e comparable types.ig I i if I i
 .  .b E is balanced if and only if a holds and, in addition, if
 .  .type F A - type F A , then F A : F A .ig I i if I i ig I i if I i
 .Proof. a Assume the sequence is quasi-balanced and let I be a
 4  .  .proper subset of 1, . . . , n . Define g s g I s a , . . . , a g G by setting1 m
a s 1 if i g I, a s 0 otherwise. By Lemma 3.2,i i
U type g q H s sup type F A , type F A . 4 .  .  .  .ig I i if I i
 .Each preimage in G of g q H has the form a q a, . . . , a q a for some1 m
a g lA . Moreover,i
type F A if a s y1 .if I i
type F A if a s 0. .type a q a, . . . , a q a s . ig I i1 m
mtype F A otherwise. .is1 i
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Since the sequence is quasi-balanced, replacing g by an integer multiple if
 .  .necessary, type g q H s type a q a, . . . , a q a for some a. It follows1 m
U .  .  .from that type F A and type F A are comparable.ig I i if I i
Conversely, to show that the sequence E is quasi-balanced, let x s
 .  4b , . . . , b g G and let I , . . . , I be the partition of 1, . . . , m deter-1 m 1 k
mined by the equality classes of the b 's. For example, I is the set of alli 1
indices j such that b s b . By Lemma 3.2,j 1
type x q H s type F A q F A q ??? qF A . .  .if I i if I i if I i1 2 k
 .Denote s s type F A . We will show that there is an index h withj if I ij
 .s G s for 1 F i F k, that is, type x q H s s . Assuming this for theh i h
moment, denote b s b for any i g I . By multiplying x by a nonzeroi h
integer if necessary, we may assume b g F n A . Then y s x yis1 i
 .  .b, b, . . . , b s c , . . . , c is a preimage in G of x q H, with c s 0 for1 m i
 .i g I . In particular, type y s s s type x q H and the sequence ish h
 .quasi-balanced. Returning to the search for s , use the condition in a toh
 .deduce that s and r s type F A are comparable. If s G r , thenj j ig I i j jj
s G s for all i and we are done. If s F r , then s F s for all i. Wej i j j j i
have shown that, for each j, either s G s for all i, or s F s for all i. Itj i j i
follows immediately that for some index h, s G s for all i.h i
 .  .b Assuming the sequence E is balanced, the condition in a is
 4necessary. Suppose that I is a proper subset of 1, . . . , n with
 .  .type F A - type F A and let a g F A . Consider the ele-ig I i if I i ig I i
 .ment g s a , . . . , a g G defined by a s a for i g I, a s 0 otherwise.1 m i i
 .  .Note that type g s type F A . Since the sequence is balanced, thereig I i
n  .exists a g F A so that a q a, . . . a q a g G has type equal tois1 i 1 m
 . U .  .type g q H . The formula above and the fact that type F A -ig I i
 . ntype F A imply that a s ya and a g F A : F A .if I i is1 i if I i
 .Conversely, assuming the inequality conditions of b , we may conclude
 .that the sequence E is quasi-balanced by a . Recalling the notation from
 .  .  4a , let x s a , . . . , a g G, I , . . . , I be the partition of 1, . . . , m1 m 1 k
 .determined by the equality classes of a 's, and s s type F A . Also,i j if I ij
 .let h be the index for which type x q H s s G s for 1 F i F k. Weh i
 .  .want to show x q H has a preimage in G of the same type. As in a , the
 .types s and r s type F A are comparable. If r G s , thenh h ig I i h hh
 .  4  n .  .type x s s s inf s , r s type F A s type x q H . In this case,h h h is1 i
any preimage of x q H has the same type. On the other hand, if r - s ,h h
 .then F A : F A by the hypotheses of b . Let a s a for someig I i if I i ih h
 .i g I . Then a g F A and a y a, . . . , a y a is a preimage forh if I i 1 mh
 .x q H with a y a s 0 for i g I . Thus, type a y a, . . . , a y a Gi h 1 m
 .  .type F A s type x q H and the proof is complete.if I ih
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 .We can now prove the K n version of Lemma 3.3. This result is quite
easy to use, despite its apparent complexity.
THEOREM 3.4. Let A , . . . , A be subgroups of Q and let H be the1 m
 . < 4subgroup of G s [A defined by H s a, a, . . . , a a g lA . Then 0 ªi i
 .H ª G ª GrH ª 0 is a K n -sequence if and only if for each partition
 .  .  .  4S 1 j S 2 j ??? j S n q 1 of 1, 2, . . . , m , the collection of subgroups of
 <  .4Q of the form B s l A i g S k contains an element B such that, fork i h
 .t s type B ,k k
 .a t F n t ; andh k / h k
 .  .b if t - t for all k / h and G /  G t , then B : F B .h k k / h k h k / h k
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume 1 g A for each i.i
 .Starting with a K n -sequence E: 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0, we will use
 .  .induction on n to show that if S 1 , . . . , S n q 1 is a partition of
 4  .  .1, 2, . . . , m , then a and b hold. The case n s 0 is vacuously true. The
 .  <  .4case n s 1 follows from Lemma 3.3 b . Let B s l A i g S k andk i
 .  .t s type B , 1 F k F n q 1. We allow S k to be empty, in which casek k
 .  .B s Q. To show that condition a holds, assume that t s type B gk 1 1
 .  .n type B s s if inequality holds, we are done . Define elementsi/1 i 1
 .  .e s e , . . . , e g G by setting e s 1 if j g S i and e s 0 otherwise.i i1 im i j i j
By Lemma 3.3 and the fact that the sequence is balanced, t ) s . By1 1
 .  .Lemma 3.2, type e q H s t s type e . Note that1 1 1
nq1
e q H s ye y e y ??? ye q H g K t . .  .1 2 3 nq1 j
js2
 . nq1  . nq1  .By Theorem 1.10 c , the map  G t ª  K t is a balanced epi-js2 j js2 j
nq1  .  .morphism. Moreover,  K t is pure in K since K g K n y 1 . Thus,js2 j
nq1  . nq1  .the element e q H of  K t has a preimage in  G t of the1 js2 j js2 j
 .same height. That is, there exist elements x g G t , 2 F i F n q 1, soj j
 .that x s x q x q ??? qx satisfies x q H s e q H, height x s2 3 nq1 1
 .  .height e q H , and consequently, type x s t . Now x y e g H implies1 1 1
m  .that for some a g F A , the projection x i of x onto A equals 1 q ais1 i i
 .  .  .if i g S 1 and a otherwise. Since type B g n type B , it follows that1 i/1 i
 .  .a s 0 and x s e . Define subsets S 1 j of S 1 as follows:1
S 12 s i g S 1 x i / 0 4 .  .  .2
and, for j ) 2,
S 1 j s i g S 1 x i s x i s ??? s x i s 0; x i / 0 . .  .  .  .  .  . 42 3 jy1 j
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 .  .  .Since e s x q ??? qx , we have S 1 : jS 1, j . Thus, the n sets T j s1 2 n
 .  .  4S j j S 1 j , 2 F j F n q 1, form a partition of 1, 2, . . . , m . If C sj
 .  .F A , then type C s F A s t because if i g S 1 j thenig T  j. i j ig S j. i j
 .  .  .t F type x F type A since x i / 0. To apply the induction hypothe-j j i j
 .  .sis, we regard E as a K n y 1 -sequence and use a on the partition
  .4  .T j . Then there exists j, for convenience say j s 2, such that type C F2
 .  . nq1  . nq1n type C . That is, t s type C s n type C s n t . Butj) 2 j 2 2 js2 j js2 j
  .4  4 nq1  .  m . nq1j T j s 1, . . . , m implies n type C s type F A s n t .js2 j is1 i js1 j
 .  .  .Thus, type B F n type B and a holds.2 j/ 2 j
 .  .To show b for n G 1, assume for convenience that t s type B -nq1 nq1
 . n  .  .type B s t for j F n and G /  G t . Since E is a K n -sequence,j j js1 j
 .  .  .K is in K n y 1 and L s K t q ??? qK t is pure in K. Since1 n
 .G ª K is a balanced epimorphism, the preimage of L, H q G t q1
 .  nq1 .  .??? qG t , must be pure in G. Because type F B s type B ,n js1 j nq1
there is a minimal positive integer u such that uB s F nq1B snq1 js1 j
m  .  .F A . Define x s x , . . . , x g G by x s 1 if t g type A for allis1 i 1 m i j i
n  .1 F j F n; and x s 0 otherwise. Note that x / 0 since G /  G t .i js1 j
Then,
H q G t q ??? qG t .  .1 n
n
ms F A 1, 1, . . . , 1 q G t .  .is1 i j
js1
n
s uB 1, 1, . . . , 1 q G t .  .nq1 j
js1
<s uB x [ [ A type A G t for some j F n . . 4nq1 i i j
Here we are working inside the vector space QG s Qm, where it makes
sense to multiply vectors by subgroups of Q. Thus, for example,
w m x .  . < m 4  .F A 1, 1, . . . , 1 s a, a, . . . , a a g F A . Plainly, S 1 j ???is1 i is1 i
 .  <  . 4jS n : i type A G t for some j F n so that x / 0 implies i gi j i
 .S n q 1 . Thus, B x g G; and by purity of uB , u s 1 and B :nq1 nq1 nq1
F n B , as desired.js1 j
 .  .Conversely, assume a and b hold. These two conditions imply the
 .same two statements with n replaced by n y 1, since we allow S i to be
 .empty. We wish to show that E is a K n -sequence. The case n s 0 is
 .  .trivial. For n G 1, the conditions a and b imply that the sequence is
 .balanced by Lemma 3.3. It remains to show that K g K n y 1 , which by
 .  .Theorem 1.8 is equivalent to showing that L s K t q ??? qK t is pure1 n
in K for any list of types t , . . . , t .1 n
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 .For n G 1, we may assume by induction on n that E is a K n y 1 -
 .sequence. In particular, the sum of any proper subset of the K t 's is purei
in K. Form a partition by defining
<S 1 s i type A G t , 4 .  .i 1
ky1
<S k s i type A G t _ S j , for 2 F k F n. 4 .  .  .Di k
js1
 .  . ky1  .  .Note that if S k is empty, then G t :  G t . This implies K t :k js1 j k
ky1  . K t and purity of L follows by induction. Letjs1 j
n
 4S n q 1 s 1, 2, . . . , m _ S k . .  .D
ks1
 <  .4  .  .Denote B s l A i g S k and apply condition a . If type B Fk i j
 .inf type B for some 1 F j F n, then t F t for all j / k and L sk / j k j k
 .  .K t is pure. Thus, we have only to deal with the case type B -j nq1
 . n  . n  .type B for 1 F k F n. If G s  G t , then K s  K t and purityk js1 j js1 j
n  .  .is trivial. Thus, we may assume G /  G t and apply b . As above,js1 j
 .  .define an element x s x , . . . , x g G by x s 1 if j g S n q 1 , x s 01 m j j
 . notherwise. Condition b says B : F B . In this case,nq1 is1 k
m nq1
H s A 1, 1, . . . 1 s B 1, 1, . . . 1 s B 1, 1, . . . 1 ; .  .  .F Fi j nq1
is1 js1
and
n
H q G t q ??? qG t s B x [ [ A i g S k .  .  .D1 n nq1 i 5
ks1
 .  .is pure in G. It follows that K t q ??? qK t is pure in K as desired.1 n
 .4. SPLITTING K n -SEQUENCES
 .In this section we examine conditions that guarantee when a K n -
sequence will split. Reference points are the well-known results that any
pure subgroup of a homogeneous completely decomposable group is a
summand; and any Butler group with linearly ordered typeset is completely
decomposable. We begin with some examples.
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EXAMPLES 4.1. Let A , . . . , A be subgroups of Q containing Z such1 nq3
that any two A , A have incomparable types and common intersectioni j
A l A s A .i j 0
 . w xa The group G A , . . . , A is a strongly indecomposable element1 nq3
 .  .of K n _ K n q 1 .
 .  .  .b If m is a positive integer and A s A / Q for all 0 Fi p j p
w y1 xi, j F n q 2 and some prime p dividing m, then G m A , A , . . . , A0 1 nq2
 .is an indecomposable almost completely decomposable element of K n _
 .K n q 1 .
 .Proof. The fact that the group in a is strongly indecomposable follows
w xfrom standard arguments about this type of group. See AV-3 for example.
 .The indecomposability of the group in b is also a standard argument}see
w x  .A-2 . That these groups belong to K n is a straightforward consequence
 .  .of Theorem 3.4. Moreover, if H is the group in either a or b , it is
 .  .routine to check that H t q ??? qH t is not pure in H for t s1 nq2 i
 .  .type A . That is, H f K n q 1 .i
It turns out that the examples in 4.1 are exhaustive in the following
 .sense. Every strongly indecomposable element of K n that has critical
typeset of size not exceeding n q 3 is either of rank one or has the form in
 .a . The proof of this fact appears in a forthcoming paper that studies
w xbalanced representations of partially ordered sets NV . Analogously, we
 .show in 5.4 below that an indecomposable element of K n that has at
most n q 2 elements in its critical typeset is either of rank one or nearly
 .isomorphic to a group of the form in b .
w x  .Using methods from Theorem 1.4 of AV-1 , each group in 4.1 a can be
embedded as a balanced subgroup of a completely decomposable group G
n q 3 . <  . <with rank G s s T G . Specifically, there is a cobalanced exactcr2
sequence,
w x0 ª G A , . . . , A ª A q A ª K ª 0, .[1 nq3 i- j i j
 .that is, a K n -sequence by Corollary 1.9. This shows that the bound of
 .Proposition 2.3 is sharp. Compare also with Theorem 2.1 b .
w x  .The methods from AV-1 provide another view of K n -groups, one
that can be used to generate examples. Given a Butler group G, we can
form a balanced projective resolution of G:
w w wn 2 16 6 6
??? ª C C ª ??? ª C C G ª 0.n ny1 2 1
In this exact sequence each C is completely decomposable and eachn
 .epimorphism w : C ª w C is balanced. It is easy to see that Ker w isn n n n n
 .  .an element of K n , and that each element of K n can be realized in this
way.
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If T is a poset and t , s g T , then we say t is a cover of s in T if t ) s
 4  4and r g T : s F r F t s t , s .
 .PROPOSITION 4.2. Let T be a finite lattice of types with sup T - type Q
 .  .and n a nonnegati¨ e integer. Then e¨ery H g K n with typeset H : T is
completely decomposable if and only if e¨ery element of T has at most n q 1
co¨ers in T.
Proof. The case n s 0 is the reference result of Butler on linearly
ordered typesets. If T contains a type t with covers t , . . . , t , then we0 1 nq2
 .  .can construct a group in K n as in Example 4.1 b that is not completely
decomposable. This shows the n q 1 covers condition is necessary.
<  . <  .To prove the converse, we induct on t s typeset H , where H g K n
has typeset contained in a lattice T in which every element has at most
 .n q 1 covers. The conclusion holds for t F n q 1 by Theorem 2.1 a . If
  .4  . a .t s inf t g typeset H , then H t s H [ H t , where H is homo-0 0 0 0 0
geneous completely decomposable of type t . Thus, we may assume0
H s 0. Let t , . . . , t be the covers of t in T. Note that k G 2 since0 1 k 0
 . a .H s 0. By assumption, k F n q 1, and since H g K n , H s H t s0 0
k  .  . H t , the latter being pure by Theorem 1.8 c . There is no loss ofis1 i
 .generality in assuming that no H t is contained in the sum of thej
 . X ky1  .remaining k y 1 socles,  H t . Now H s  H t is balanced in Hi/ j j is1 i
 . Xby Theorem 1.8 b . Thus, HrH has typeset properly contained in
 . Xtypeset H . By induction, HrH is completely decomposable and is there-
fore a summand of H because H X is balanced. Again by induction, H X is
completely decomposable and the proof is complete.
 .PROPOSITION 4.3. Let E: 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 be a K n -sequence,
n G 1, in which H is 0 or homogeneous completely decomposable of type
w  .x n  .  .t s inf typeset G and K s  K s with t - s g typeset G for0 is1 i 0 i
each i. Then the sequence E splits.
Proof. We show that the hypotheses imply that K is completely decom-
 .posable by induction on n. If n s 1, then K s K s with t - s . By1 0 1
 .  .balancedness G s ª K s is an epimorphism that must be an isomor-1 1
 .  .phism since H l G s s 0. Thus, K s is completely decomposable.1 1
Suppose that the proposition is true for n y 1, with n G 2. By Lem-
 .  .  .  .ma 1.3 b , the sequence 0 ª HrH s ª GrG s ª KrK s ª 0 is an n n
 .  .  .  .K n y 1 sequence. Moreover, H s s 0 implies K s , G s which isn n n
 .completely decomposable. Also, K s is balanced in K by Theoremn
 .  .1.3 c . The induction hypothesis implies that KrK s is completely de-n
composable. Since completely decomposables are balanced projective and
 .  .  .K ª KrK s is balanced, K , KrK s [ K s and the proof isn n n
complete.
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We can now characterize those critical typesets that permit only trivial
 .  .i.e., split K n -sequences.
 .THEOREM 4.4. Let T be a finite set of types with sup T - type Q . The
following are equi¨ alent for n G 1:
 .  .  .a Each K n -sequence 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0 with T G : T iscr
split exact.
 .  < 4b For each subset S of T let t s inf t t g S . Then,S
 .  .  .  4i if t g S, there is a partition S 1 j ??? j S n of S _ t suchS S
 .that t - inf S i for 1 F i F n.S
 .  .  .ii if t f S, there is a partition S 1 j ??? j S n q 1 of S suchS
 .that t - inf S i for 1 F i F n q 1.S
 .  .  .Proof. a implies b . By way of contradiction suppose t g S and iS
 .  .  4  .fails. Then for every partition P 1 j ??? j P n of S _ t , t s inf P iS S
for some i. For each t g S, choose a subgroup A of Q such that Z : At t
 .and type A s t . These groups can also be chosen so that the finitet
lattice of subgroups of Q generated by the A is isomorphic to the latticet
 w x.of types generated by S under the map t ª A see AV-4 . Sincet
 .sup T - type Q , we can also assume that for some prime p, 1 g A hast
y1   <  44p-height 0 for each t g S. Denote A s p A [ [ A t g S _ t .t t SS
Then there is an exact sequence E: 0 ª H ª A ª K ª 0 where H is the
 .pure subgroup of A generated by 1, 1, . . . , 1 . We use Theorem 3.4 to
 .  .  .show that this is a K n -sequence. To this end, let S 1 j ??? j S n q 1
 .be a partition of S with, say, t g S n q 1 . We consider two cases. First,S
 .  4  .  .  4if S n q 1 s t , then S 1 j ??? j S n is a partition of S _ t . ByS S
 .hypothesis, t s inf S i for some i, so that F A s F A byS t g S i. t t g S t
 .  .choice of the A 's. Conditions a and b of 3.4 follow immediately. Thet
 .second case is where S n q 1 contains at least two elements. In this case,
y1  .the intersection of p A with the other groups in S n q 1 equalstS
 .F A . Finally, note that E is not split exact it is quasi-split , as int g S t
 .  .  .Example 4.1 b . This contradicts a so that i must hold.
 .Next assume that ii fails for some S : T. Then t f S and for everyS
 .  .  .partition S 1 j ??? S n q 1 of S, t s inf S h for some h. ChooseS
subgroups A of Q for each t g S that satisfy all the conditions in thet
previous paragraph. Form G s A and an exact sequence E: 0 ª[ t g S t
 .H ª G ª K ª 0 with H the pure subgroup generated by 1, 1, . . . , 1 .
 .The choice of the A 's guarantees that if t s inf S h , then F At S t g Sh. t
 .s F A . Theorem 3.4 shows that E is a K n -sequence. The sequencet g S t
 .  .is clearly not split, since type H s t f T G s S.S cr
 .  .  .b implies a . Given a K n -sequence E: 0 ª H ª G ª K ª 0, it is
enough to assume H is homogeneous by Proposition 3.1; and that H has
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nonzero projection onto each rank-one summand in a decomposition of G.
 .  .  .Let S s T G and assume t g S. By b i , there is a partition S 1cr S
 .  4  .j ??? j S n of S _ t such that t - inf S i s t for each i. We showS S i
that the balanced sequence E splits by showing that K is completely
a .decomposable. First write K s K [ K t with K homogeneous com-0 S 0
a . n  .pletely decomposable of type t . Next note that G t s  G t soS S is1 i
a . n  .  .that K t s  K t , the latter being pure by Theorem 1.8 c . ByS is1 i
 . n  . n  . n  .Theorem 1.10 c the sequence 0 ª  H t ª  G t ª  K tis1 i is1 i is1 i
n  .ª 0 is exact. However,  H t s 0 since t - t for each i. It followsis1 i S i
a . a .that K t , G t whence K is completely decomposable.S S
 .It remains to treat the case t f S. By b ii , there is a partitionS
 .  .  .S 1 j ??? j S n q 1 of S with t - inf S i s t for each i. Under theS i
assumption that H is homogeneous, we will show by induction on n that
 .H s 0. By Lemma 1.3 b ,
0 ª HrH t ª GrG t ª KrK t ª 0 .  .  .nq1 nq1 nq1
 .  .  .is a K n y 1 -sequence. Moreover, H t s 0 since type H s t -nq1 S
t . That is,nq1
0 ª H ª GrG t ª KrK t ª 0 .  .nq1 nq1
 .   ..is a K n y 1 -sequence. Let T s T GrG t . If n s 1, then G scr nq1
 .  .G t q G t and inf T G t ) t . This implies that H s 0 as desired.2 1 1 S
  . 4For the general case, T l S j : 1 F j F n is a partition of T. Moreover,
w  .x  .inf T l S j G inf S j s t ) t . By induction, H s 0 and we are done.j S
 .5. DECOMPOSITIONS OF K n -GROUPS WITH TYPESET
OF SIZE n q 2
 .In this section we give the K n version of a theorem originally stated by
w xArnold A-1 : a Butler group with critical typeset of size two is a direct sum
of rank one groups and indecomposable rank two groups. We will need
two additional definitions. If H is an almost completely decomposable
group, then any completely decomposable subgroup of minimal index in H
w x w xis called a regulating subgroup of H L-1 . As shown by Burkhardt Bur ,
the intersection of all regulating subgroups of H is a fully invariant
completely decomposable subgroup of finite index, called the regulator,
 .R H , of H.
 . <  . <LEMMA 5.1. Let H g K n with T H s n q 2 and assume that H iscr
not completely decomposable. Then the following hold.
 .a H is an almost completely decomposable group;
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 .  .b T H is an antichain in which the meet of any two distinct elementscr
is the same;
 .  . k   .:   .:c if HrR H s h q R H where h q R H is a nonzero[ is1 i i
<  .cyclic group of order m with m m , then rank H t G k for each t gi i iq1
 .T H .cr
 .Proof. If H is not completely decomposable and T H scr
 4  .t , . . . , t , then by Theorem 2.1 b , t n t s t is constant for all i / j1 nq2 i j 0
 .  .  .  .and sup T H - type Q . Also, from the proof of 2.1 b , T H is ancr cr
 . nq2  .antichain and R H s H t is a completely decomposable sub-[ is1 i
group of finite index in H. In particular, H is almost completely decom-
 .  .  .posable. This shows a and b . Given the hypotheses in c , write m h si i
nq2  .  . h , with h g H t , and observe that by Theorem 1.8 c eachjs1 i j i j j
 4h / 0. We will show that h is Z-independent. Supposei j i j
k nq2
0 s a h with a g Z.  i j i j i j
is1 js1
k k  .Then, for a fixed r ,  a h s y  a h g H t lis 1 i r i r j/ r is 1 i j i j r
 .  .  . H t s 0, since  H t s H t is a pure subgroup of H[j/ r j j/ r j j/ r j
containing no element of type t . Thus, k a h s 0 for each r. Sincer is1 i r i r
a m h s nq 2a h , we have k a m h s k nq 2a h si r i i js 1 i r i j is 1 i r i i is 1 js 1 i r i j
k k  . a h q   a h g H t because the first term is 0.[is1 i r i r is1 j/ r i r i j j/ r j
 < 4Let d s gcd a m 1 F i F k and write a m s du so thati r i i r i i
 4  k .  .gcd u , . . . , u s 1. Then d  u h g H t and if d / 0, then[1 k is1 i i j/ r j
k  .  . <purity implies that  u h g H t : R H . Thus, m u for 1 F[is1 i i j/ r j i i
<i F k and m u for all i. This contradiction shows d s 0 and each a s1 i i r
 4  .0. Consequently, h is independent. In particular, rank H t G k fori j j
1 F j F n q 2.
COROLLARY 5.2. Under the hypotheses of 5.1, assume rank H s n q 2
 .  <  . < .and H is indecomposable. Then HrR H is cyclic and gcd HrR H , p s 1
 .for any prime p such that some t g T H is p-di¨ isible.cr
 4Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 5.1 and its proof, the set h is ofi j
 .cardinality k n q 2 . Thus, if rank H s n q 2, then k s 1 and
 .   .: <HrR H s h q R H is cyclic of order m s m . If p m and t is1 1 1
infinite at p, say, then m s pmX and
nq2 nq2
X X Xmh s pm h s g s pg q g with g g H t and pg s g . . 1 1 i 1 i i i 1 1
is1 is2
X X nq2  .This implies that m h y g g H t , a pure subgroup of H. There-[1 1 is2 i
X  .. Xfore, m h q R H s 0, a contradiction, since m - m.1
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 . <  . <  .Remark. If H g K n , T H s n q 2 s rank H and H is not com-cr
pletely decomposable, then H is indecomposable}any proper summand
 .of H is completely decomposable by 2.1 a .
 .Recall Section 1 that two torsion-free groups G and H of finite rank
are nearly isomorphic, written G , H, if for any nonzero integer m theren
 .is a monomorphism w : G ª H such that Hrw G is finite of order
w xrelatively prime to m. We will make use of a result due to Lady L-2 , or
w xsee A-2 , that if G , H [ H , then G s G [ G where G , H forn 1 2 1 2 i n i
i s 1, 2.
 . <  . < <  . <THEOREM 5.3. If X, Y g K n and T X s n q 2 s T Y , thencr cr
 .  .  .  .X , Y if and only if R X , R Y and XrR X , XrR Y .n
 .  .Proof. If X and Y are nearly isomorphic, then X, Y, R X , and R Y
 .  .are all quasi-isomorphic. It follows that R X , R Y since both are
completely decomposable. If the critical typeset is not an anti-chain, then
by Lemma 5.1 X and Y are completely decomposable. In this case,
 .  .X s R X and Y s R Y , so the quotients are trivially isomorphic. If the
critical typeset is an antichain, then X has a unique regulating subgroup
 .  .  .R X s X t , where the sum is over t g T X . In this case, let w :cr
 .  .  .  .X ª Y be any homomorphism. Then wR X s w X t : Y t s R Y .
< <If we choose w to be a monomorphism with Yrw X relatively prime to
<  . <  .  .YrR Y , then there is an induced epimorphism of XrR X onto YrR Y .
 .  .By symmetry, there is an epimorphism of YrR Y onto XrR X . Since
 .  .both groups are finite, it follows that XrR X , YrR Y .
 .  .  .  .Conversely, suppose R X , R Y and XrR X , YrR Y . To show
X and Y are nearly isomorphic, first suppose p doesn't divide m s
m
<  . <  .  .XrR X . In this case, the composition w : X ª R X , R Y : Y pro-
<  . <vides a monomorphism with Yrw X prime to p. Next suppose p divides
<  . <  . k   .: XrR X . As in Lemma 5.1, XrR X s x q R X where x q[ is1 i i
: nq2X is cyclic of order m and m divides m . Moreover, m x s  xi i iq1 i i js1 i j
 .  4  . k with x g X t and x independent. Similarly, YrR Y s y q[i j j i j is1 i
 .: nq2  .R Y and m y s  y . For each j, the pure subgroup of X ti i js1 i j j
 4  .generated by x , . . . , x is a summand of X t . Plainly, the complemen-1 j k j
tary summand will be a completely decomposable summand of X, isomor-
phic to the analogous completely decomposable summand of Y. Thus, it is
 .  : k  :sufficient to assume X t s x , . . . , x # s x #. We will[j 1 j k j is1 i j
 .need one additional fact about the elements x , namely, that p-height xi j i j
s 0 for each p dividing m . To see this, fix i and p dividing m , and leti i
 .  . <  . <J i, p be the set of all indices j such that p-height x s 0. If J i, p Fi j
 .  .n q 1, then  X t is pure in X because X g K n . But thenjg J  i, p. j
m x y  x s  x and the left hand side is divisible by pi i jf J  i, p. i j jg J  i, p. i j
<  . <while the right hand side is not. It follows that J i, p s n q 2, as desired.
The discussion to this point allows us to define a map w : X ª Y by
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 .sending x to y . This map is a quasi-isomorphism with Y s w X fori j i j p p
each p dividing m and the proof is complete.k
 .COROLLARY 5.4. Let H g K n ha¨e critical typeset which is an an-
tichain containing n q 2 elements. Then H is a direct sum of rank one groups
and indecomposable groups nearly isomorphic to groups of the form in
 .Example 4.1 b .
w xProof. The idea comes from MV . We will construct a group H that is
nearly isomorphic to G and is a direct sum of rank one groups and
 .indecomposable groups of the form in 4.1 b . The result then follows from
w xLady's theorem on near-isomorphism uniqueness of decompositions L-2 .
 .  4Write T G s t , . . . , t . We need only consider the case where Gcr 1 nq2
 .satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.1: T G is an antichain in which thecr
 . kmeet of any two distinct elements is the same; GrR G s C , where[ is1 i
C is a nontrivial finite cyclic group of order m ; and m divides m fori i i iq1
  ..1 F i - k. In particular, m ) 1 and m GrR G s 0. If p is any prime1 k
such that t is infinite at p for some i, then we have by Corollary 5.2 thati
 .  .gcd m , p s 1 so that gcd m , p s 1 for each i. We can use Examplek i
 .  .  .4.1 b to construct an indecomposable K n -group H with H rR H , Ci i i i
for 1 F i F k. Specifically, for 1 F i F n q 2, choose subgroups Z : A :i
 .Q so that type A s t and so that the lattice of subgroups of Qi i
generated by the A 's is isomorphic to the lattice of types generated by thei
t 's under the map that sends A to t . Let A s A l A for any i / j. Byi i i 0 i j
construction, A is independent of the choice of i and j. Let K be the0 i
pure subgroup of G s my1A [ A [ ??? [ A generated byi i 0 1 nq2
 .  .1, 1, . . . , 1 . By Example 4.1 b , H s G rK is an indecomposable almosti i i
 .  .completely decomposable K n -group. It is easy to see that H rR H isi i
k w nq2 xcyclic of order m . Let H s H [ X , where X is a homo-[ [i is1 i js1 j j
 .geneous completely decomposable group of type t with rank X sj j
  ..  .rank G t y k non-negative by 5.1 , 1 F j F n q 2. Then H is a directj
 .  .sum of K n -groups, whence a K n -group. Moreover,
k nq2R H s R H [ X , R G ; .  .  .[ [is1 i js1 j
and
HrR H , k H rR H , k C s GrR G . .  .  .[ [is1 i i is1 i
By Theorem 5.3, G , H so that, by Lady's theorem, G s k G [[n is1 i
w nq2 xY with G , H and Y , X . For homogeneous completely[ js1 j i n i j n j
decomposable groups, quasi-isomorphism implies isomorphism. Thus, Y ,j
X is homogeneous completely decomposable. Since each H has the formj i
 .in 4.1 b , the proof is complete.
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We conclude the paper with some remarks and open questions. First, all
of our results here can be dualized to the cobalanced Butler groups
w xdefined by Kravchenko Kr . In the quasi-homomorphism setting, the
 w x.standard Butler duality applies see AV-2 . In the locally free setting,
w xWarfield duality can be used W . Details will be provided in future work.
 .Second, there is an intriguing behavior associated with K n groups,
 .where results on the class K n are ``linear in n.'' See 1.8, 2.1, 2.3, 3.4, 4.1,
4.4, and 5.4 for examples. It would be nice to have a metatheorem
explaining this phenomenon. Short of that, one can look to exploit the
linearity to extend known classification of Butler groups to classes of
 .K n -groups, as was done in Theorem 5.4.
w xOur work on balanced representations of posets NV has already been
mentioned. The well-known result of Butler allows us to apply any results
in the representation setting to the quasi-homomorphism category of
Butler groups. Those familiar with the theory of representations of posets
know that, in general, 3-element antichains have finite representation type,
4-element antichains have tame representation type, and 5-element an-
tichains have wild representation type. In the balanced case, we discussed
after 4.1 how the balanced Butler groups whose critical typeset is a
four-element antichain are quasi-isomorphic to direct sums of strongly
indecomposable groups of rank one and rank three finite representation
.type . Work in progress indicates that the balanced Butler groups with
critical typeset that is an antichain of cardinality 5 or greater have wild
representation type. This intriguing behavior can also be investigated in
 .K n for n ) 1.
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